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Placement seeks
interim director
by Joe Cray
ntws editor

The search committee for acting
director of placement is limiting its
hunt to the university to find a candidate with administrative experience,
according to Robert Arrowsmith, associate dean of students, and director
of the committee.
However, Florence Lehman, associate director of the placement office,
said she hopes the person chosen for
acting director has experience in
Elacement, not merely in administraon.
"It's not all dollars and cents,"
Lehman said."Those of us who work
on the placement staff hope that the
acting director will not only believe in
placement and promoting the University, (but) has the enthusiasm and the
belief in Bowling Green graduates
and the loyalty and dedication."
James Galloway, placement director for 28 years, retired Monday. The
search committee has been taking
applications for the position since
July in anticipation of Galloway's
retirement. Deadline for applications
for the acting director position is
BG News Photo/by Tim Appel
August 8.
Monty Westley. sophmore pre-pharmacy major and Julie Urban, senior fashion merchandising major, spent yesterday
The search committee, formed by
afternoon studying and sunning.
Dr. Mary Edmunds, vice president of
student affairs, is comprised of faculty from various departments and
two student representatives. After the
committee makes their recommendations, Edmunds will choose a director
since the position falls within the
With the $2 minimum access fee, money was used to supplement resi- in 1985 and $4 in 1986. The business fee student affairs area.
by June Remley
Once chosen, the acting director
telephone companies need not apply dent rates. Low resident rates made will remain $6 per month through
editor
as often for higher rates, since they telephones affordable for more peo- 1986.
Beginning in 1987, resident and
The Federal Communications Com- will receive revenue directly from ple, he said.
As a result of deregulation, GTE business fees will be adjusted through
mission last week approved a formula customers.
The $2 fee is minimal and may and AT&T will face more competition 1989 until they cover the existing longto increase monthly bills $2 for residents and $6 for businesses, effective increase to $4, according to Minnich. in the marketplace from companies distance subsidy, totaling $10.7 billion
"We can't know, we can't quote how such as Ma and SPRINT, which do next year, according to an FCC estiJan. 1.
However, the ruling was really in- much yet," he said. "Were in a no make the same subsidy payments mate.
to local phone companies.
The FCC formula will cost resitended to keep rates down, according position of waiting now."
The access charge should help
With more choices available to cus- dence customers less initially than
to Tom Minnich, district service manager of General Telephone and Elec- "soften the blow" of higher rates, tomers, telephone companies will under the FCC's original plan. This
erobably lower toll rates, according plan, voted in December, would have by Michael D. Towle
Minnich said.
tronics in Bowling Green.
required the $2 fee and a surcharge on staff reporter
) Minnich.
"This is not to say that rates won't
The ruling ended the long-standing
In addition to the FCC ruling, the each long-distance call, or a monthly
subsidv of local telephone rates by be increased. They're going to inThe Wood County grand jury
long-distance profits. Now without the crease. There's no doubt about it," he Public Utilities Commission of Ohio payment of $4.
GTE last increased rates in Octo- handed down 21 indictments against
may also institute an access charge,
subsidy, residence rates must pay for said.
ber, 1982, when customers with pri- 15 people last week after a six-month
The FCC ruling will change the Minnich said.
themselves, according to Minnich.
Fees for residents and businesses vate lines paid $1.75, according to undercover investigation of drug trafThe decision will apply to all tele- Universal Service Act, which perphone companies nationwide, Min- mitted telephone companies to over- will rise in stages over six years. The Minnich. This was GTE's first rate ficking in the Bowling Green area.
charge for toll and business rates. The monthly residential fee will rise to $3 increase in eight years.
A spokesman from the county prosnich said.
ecutor's office said 13 of the suspects
were arrested last Wednesday and
Thursday by officers from the Wood
County Sheriff's department and
Bowling Green city police.
—
Confiscated in a search, conducted
at the time of the arrests, was an
assortment of drugs, including marijuana, hashish, cocaine, LSD, percodan, and methamphetamine.
Additional charges may be filed
against the suspects as a result of the
Contempt of court charges brought late Court Judge John Connors Jr., Ctograph of the victim did not exist, search, according to a prepared
court found that because the statement made by Betty Montgomlast December against Wood County who suspended the sentence pending
Prosecutor Betty Montgomery have an appellate hearing on the contempt photo did not exist, Williamson could ery, county prosecutor.
The office of admissions began
The charges range in penalty from
not hold Montgomery in comtempt for
case.
been dropped.
accepting applications for the 1984six months to 25 years, with two of the
She was jailed for failing to produce not producing it.
The Sixth District Court of Appeals
85 academic year Monday, accordcounts carrying mandatory sevenhanded down an opinion that reversed a photograph of a stabbing victim
ing to John Martin, director of
The case leading to the dispute is year sentences, Montgomery said.
ordered presented by Williamson.
the charge against her last week.
admissions.
currently
pending
in
Wood
County
The prosecutor's office gave the
Williamson had ordered the photo
Montgomery was ordered to jail on
Martin said the admissions office
Dec. 13 by Judge Gale Williamson of produced because it was sought by the Common Pleas Court. Elvest Sandlin names of those Bowling Green resiwants high school students to get
dents
arrested and the charges
was
indicted
on
a
felonious
assault
the Wood County Common Pleas defense attorney of the man accused
their applications in early in their
charge in connection with the stab- against them as:
of the stabbing.
Court.
senior year.
Jeffrey Graber, of 1520 Clough St.,
The panel of the appellate court bing death of Gary Fought, of Lima,
Montgomery had spent about two
This is the third year the Univertwo counts of trafficking in marihours in jail before heing released heard arguments of the prosecutor's Ohio, on Sept. 10,1982.
sity has begun accepting applicajauna.
Sandlin is currently free on bail.
under an emergency order by Appel- appeal in April, and agreed that the
tions in August. Martin attributes
this to high schools' calender
changes, with students returning to
classes in late August.
"This year was a record year,"
Martin said, referring to the entering freshman class, which is one of
by Morgan Sales
state. They are capable of getting up lack of patients needing a second
the largest in recent years.
reporter
out of the chair or opening their eyes session. Effects from one hypnotic
"Our goal is to get as many
at any time. It's just that they choose experience can last indefinitely, but it
(applications) in this year as last,'
Thoughts
of
hypnosis
often
produce
to remain in the state and let the is advisable to periodically reinforce
Martin said.
fear. Fear of a jeweled medallion effect of the state be real to them," the suggestion.
swinging close to the eyes and a deep, Luke said.
"If that person then goes home and
monotonous voice droning "Your eyeHypnosis is a form of relaxation says to themselves, T want a cigalids are getting heavy."
that exists between mind and body, rette, I really want a cigarette, I ve
There is fear of being told to flap said Luke. The lightest stage is simi- got to have a cigarette. Boy. a cigaone's wings like a chicken, and never lar to mild sleep. In this state, the rette would taste good right
emerging from the trance, only to live person hears and remembers almost now.'. . how long do you think it's
forever with the mind of a chicken.
every suggestion given to him. While going to be before they have a ciga"It has nothing to do with voodoo, in the deepest state of trace, mind and rette?" Luke said.
black
magic,
the
occult
or
the
devil,"
body are removed from each other, so
Gary Hoppenstand, a teaching
Hypnosis alone is not responsible
James Luke, hypnotist, said. "I won't the subject may not remember what
fellow at the University, is editor of
for a change in behavior, Luke said.
defend it a whole lot, because it happened during the session.
two recent texts on detectives in
doesn't do any good to argue with
'Hypnosis is something people Instead, the technique helps the subthe pulp magazine and dime novel.
people who aren't willing to listen. want to know more about, more so ject make the change of behavior
Hoppenstand co-edited The DePeople indeed are ill-informed about than they do about therapy. It has more final.
fective Detective in the Pulpswith
Anyone who can follow suggestions
the state of hypnosis."
more that kind of allure or bug-a-boo
Dr. Ray Browne, popular culture
A graduate of the University of effect," Luke said. "People feel they can be hypnotized.
department chair.
Michigan with a master's degree in must not go to the hypnotist, because
The text is an anthology of what
"The best hypnotic subjects are
social work, Luke has studied nypno- he will be acting in such a way that we
Hoppenstand describes as "Unsis under several "lay hypnotists" will be acting under his spell. 'We will children from age eight to the early
usual detective fiction" published
and a practicing psychiatrist. Luke not have any control over ourselves,' teens, because they haven't become
in the pulp magazines that flouhas spent his last four years in Bowl- Well it's an untruth. Under a hypnotic so cynical at that point about the
rished in this country from 1915-50.
ing Green, working privately as a trance you are in more control be- world and non-believing," Luke said.
The unusual characteristics of
Poor subjects for hypnosis are the
psychotherapist counselor and con- cause you allow yourself to move into
these stories were their deformed
very young, senile or retarded, Luke
sultant with people who want to stop this other state of mind."
heroes. "Defective Detective" ficsmoking, lose weight, improve memFor smokers, he estimated a 70 said.
tion featured talented heroes withory or change habits.
percent success rate with a single
out faces and with glaucoma,
James Luke
"A person's mind is most definitely session of hypnosis, based on reamnesia and hemophilia.
a gooa enough tool to get into a trance sponses to follow-up letters and the
tee Hypnotl* page 3

Phone bills increase for residents, businesses

will serve until the end of fall semester. The same search committee will
then conduct the search for the permanent director this fall, according to
Arrowsmith.
Lehman said she does not know if
the service offered to students by the
placement office will suffer if the
acting director has no placement experience.
The candidate chosen must be dedicated to placement's goals of promoting graduates to businesses if the
office is to run well, Lehman said.
She said advice of the placement
office is being sought in the search
and some of the placement staff may
apply.
A
I would like to apply," Lehman
said, but indicated that she had not
decided yet.
Student representatives to the committee were appointed by Beverly
Baker, Graduate Student Senate president, and Brian Baird, Undergraduate Student Government president.
Baird said he and Baker prepared a
memo to the committee, giving their
input on the criteria for the choice of
both acting director and permanent
director. Tne memo stressed the need
for a permanent director who would
go out and market the University,
Baird said.
"He should be going out selling
Bowling Green University to them,
selling our grads to them," Baird
see Placement page 3

15 indicted for
drug trafficking

NEWS IN BRIEF

Applications
accepted early

Contempt charges against
county prpsecuter dropped

Mark Gysan, of 307 S. Prospect, two
counts of trafficking marijauna.
Stanley Heuerman, of 9597 Napoleon Road, complicity in trafficking
marijauna.
Tim Kniffen, of 18330 Brim Rwd,
trafficking in marijauna.
Bill Lorenzen, of 134 N. Main St.,
trafficking in marijauna.
Scott Low, of Eighth Street aggravated trafficking.
Michael Lyons, of 1520 Clough St.,
two counts of trafficking marijauna.
Michael Sanders, of 14583 Hannah
Road, complicity and aggravated trafficking in cocaine.
Michael Serrate, of 220 Napoleon
Road, two counts of aggravated trafficking of LSD and one count of trafficking in marijauna.
Others arrested and charged were
Louis Moore, of 12432 Roachton Road,
Perrysburg Township, trafficking in
marijauna, and James Garno,
Weston, Ohio, one count of aggravated trafficking in LSD and one
count of trafficking in marijauna. One
suspect in the case has yet to be
apprehended.
Although most suspects are being
held in tne Wood County Jail, some
have been released on personal bond.
They will be arraigned tomorrow and
Aug. 11 in the Wood County Common
Pleas Court.

Hypnosis natural and common method of relaxation

Text examines
detective stories
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Central America policy resurrects
national memories of Vietnam
ecent moves by the Reagan administration in Cen-

Ittrtral America have revived bad memories for many

Americans. Citing use of American advisors and increased
economic aid as examples, Americans are likening the
situation to the Vietnam conflict and demanding an end to
U.S. involvement.
After the bad taste Vietnam left in its mouth, the nation as
a whole can't help but look at the situation a bit suspiciously.
Fear of violence and mistrust of the government's use of
violence, as a result of Vietnam, has created an attitude of
extreme pacifism which dominates American thought today.
History has taught us peace must sometimes give way to
violence in the name of protecting free societies. The use of
force and the threat of it can become strong diplomatic
instruments to be used as a final means if situations demand
it. Central America may be this type of situation.
Unlike Vietnam, Central America has a proximic problem.
Instead of being halfway around the world, nations like El
Salvador, Nicaragua, and Honduras are right on our
doorstep, and present a much closer problem than Vietnam.
These revolutions overthrow the government in power and
import the revolution to the next country. Allowing communist regimes in this region, or in any region, to move and
promote revolution within the hemisphere will someday
prove to be fatalistic to our nation.
Beyond the problem of military turmoil, many site needs
for social reform, inequalities in their societies, and suppression of rights within the pro-western governments as reason
to desert these regimes.
If we were to desert these peoples and let them fall to
communist backed guerillas, our problem takes on a double
edge. Not only will the inequality continue under the communist regime, but the country will be a haven for Soviet
guerilla infiltration.
It is rare when communism actually achieves the intended
goal of promoting equality. Installing free elections and
popular governments, without subversion, is usually much
more effective, ai d should be a policy that we promote.

Conversation stoppers
Summer is rolling around, and once
again we will run into people we
haven't seen all year, or we've never
met before. As a service I am providing conversation stoppers for my
readers to make sure someone pays
attention to them.

COMMENTARY
by Art Buchwald

"I'm giving a birthday party for Sy
Hersh, and Henry Kissinger is my
surprise guest. "
"CIA Director William Casey just
gave me a rip on a good stock.
"I'd rather have John Glenn in the
White House than a woman astronaut."
"My son cleans up his own room
and makes his own bed. He drives the
whole family crazy."
"George and I sleep in separate
bedrooms. That way if a burglar
breaks into the house, we have twice
the chance of shooting him."
"Would anyone like to come over to
our house after the party and listen to
Wayne Newton records?"
"I never understood the big fuss
about the Pioneer satellite. I say now
that it's left our universe, good riddance."
"Show me somebody living next to
a chemical waste disposal pit and I'll
show you a chronic complainer."

"My dog is 12 years old and he's
never chased a car."
"Have you heard the latest news
about Guam?"
"When we can't get away to
Easthampton for the weekend, we
turn on the fire hydrant in front of our
apartment house."
"The toughest part of assembling
an MX missile is screwing in the
warheads without getting an electical
shock."
"Nancy Reagan told my kid not to
smoke pot."
"Have you ever walked on the
beach on a nice day in Atlantic City?"
"Would anybody like to see a picture of Princess Di and her baby?"
"John De Lorean? Isn't he the fellow that makes automobiles?"
"If Fritz Hollings is elected president, I'm moving to Canada."
"Did anyone near Ronald Reagan
on the radio this morning?"
"I'm still amazed how they can
ever get the Goodyear blimp in the
air."
"My son has his computer hooked
into the Pentagon's."
"Guess who I saw at the train
station in Baltimore?"
"I can't stay long. My wife is about
to have a test tube baby."
"MY husband caught a cold at a
nuclear freeze rally.
"I have to warn you. Whatever you
say at this clambake, I'm taping
you."
"My wife became a compulsive
gambler when the kids left the nest."
"I haven't seen 'Return of the Jedi'
but I read the book."
"I don't know why anyone would
want to leave his house on Martha's
Vineyard when he has air conditioning.'

"My wife makes more money than I
do, but the house is in both our
names."
"My son married our illegal El
Salvadoran maid, so she wouldn't be
thrown out of the country."
"The best meal I ever had in my life
"I'd like to propose a toast to my
was on Eastern Airlines."
husband Alfred, who shot down 46
"My brother is a whistle blower in flying saucers at the video arcade this
the Department of Defense, and he's afternoon."
never failed a lie detector test."
"Can anybody guess how many Art Buchwald is a columnist for the
Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
weeks vacation I'm entitled to?"

Twentieth century balcony scene

Shakespearean romance receives update
A twentieth century revision to the
classic ROMEO AND JULIET might
look like this:

Romeo: Excuse me, miss! We met
earlier at the party your parents
gave. Remember me? Well, .never
mind that, will you just stand a little
more to the left?
Juliet: What are you trying to prove?
I was all set to go to bed and now you
show up. Wait a minute, why should I
stand over there?

Juliet: I guess you've got a point.
They did come down pretty hard on
you. Do you know what my cousin was
going to do with you before you got
away? Hang you from your nostrils on
a flagpole!
Romeo: I knew it! I never make a
very good impression on parents.
Well, that explains why I'm such a
mess. I didn't want to get caught
sneaking around here at night, so I
took the short cut through the garden.
Juliet: You mean to say that you
swung over the wall?
Romeo: On the vine.

Juliet: (Opening eyes wide, mouth
very wide, as if to exclaim, "Oh!")Yawn! Sorry kid, I'm just a little
tired. Now what's this about spiders
and dust and weeds? (To herself: "Boy, have I got a winner
here!")

Romeo: You got it. You've got some
mean leeches in there!

Juliet: Oh yeah, I remember one guy.
He was really cute. You hardly Took
like the same one. You're all
scratched up and dirty. And talk
about me! I may not be gorgeous
before I go to bed, but my hair isn't
full of leeches. Those...are leeches...aren't they?
Romeo: I can explain all that. See, I
get the distinct impression that your
folks didn't like me.
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Juliet: Over the guard dogs?
Romeo: Uh-huh. Don't look down.
One tore my pants when I swung over.
Juliet: Then you swam the brook?

Juliet: Sorry!
Romeo: Don't mention it. That wasn't
so bad until I stepped into something
on the way up.
Juliet: So that's it. You sure don't
smell like a rose.
Romeo: But give me a chance to
clean up and change clothes. I'll even
put on some aftershave! What do you
say?
Juliet: Well, I don't know...you say
my Dad hates you?
Romeo: Looks that way.
Juliet: Well, then you're OK by me! 2A'£!?5E?
None of my girlfriends go out with TT ©ifty •.«.»•»..■
boys their fathers approve of!
X

A modern look at a theme once begun
The previous one act play creates a
different effect from what the bard of
Avon intended, don't you think? One
of the brilliant people in my senior

COMMENTARY
by Rachelle Ashley
year advanced composition and creative writing class took it upon herself
to tell us the way Romeo and Juliet
really did the balcony scene, and that
was in the best of times! This scene,
written before any of us had taken off
our uniforms and confronted the "real
world," highlights a discrepancy that
even our 17-year-old minds could see.
Robert Burns, Elizabeth Barrett
Browning, and Samuel Taylor Coleridge taught us to live in Xanadu, not
Bowling Green, or even Ohio for that
matter! Putting it bluntly, they lied.
Think of how gothic romances
would turn out if you or I were part of
them. Those romantic commercials
create such peaceful images when
they tell me "escape into the paradise
of your mind." My mind is more like a
fun house rather than a paradise
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unless there are some really loony
people out there!
Let me show you what I mean. Take
this typically romantic excerpt:
He got up slowly, turned, and
walked to the window, not wanting to
dig up sore feelings his explanation
would uncover. At the window, raindrops struck glass and followed their
own pathways down the pane, ending
on the window ledge.
"If only we were as carefree and
unbound as raindrops. If only we had
no spirits or hearts for others to
break; no brains with which to walk
around and think up schemes; no
passions to control or be controlled
by. But then, would we be men?" he
Questioned himself, speaking in a
barely audible whisper.
His silent musings were interrupted
by Raven's voice, calm, quiet and
closer to him than across the room
where he had left her.
"Steven," she said softly. "It's not
that I don't love you. I would find you
repulsive if I didn 't ha ve some feeling
for you. Time could make obligation
into love conquering anything. But
now, I can't let everything go for the
sake of a bad mistake that should not
have been made in the first place."
This excerpt has all the things a

u 111111111111111 n m M

good romance has: a ravishing, soft
spoken heroine with the name of a
bird, a passionate, reflective man
who stares out the window, and of
course "the big mistake." Now, how
would this scene really turn out?
He got up noisily knocking down the
political science book as he rose.
"What do they want now? " he questioned, yelling as he stormed to the
patio door, and pulled back the
screen.
"What the '//•!?... NO!" he
shouted over the balcony. "Because
it's not too loud!!" he responded to
one of the guys.
Turning around, he banged on the
wall as the girls next door turn on
their blow dryer. Standing defiantly
in the middle of the room, he glares at
her and says, "They just do that
because they don't want to listen to
my music. Women! You 're all alike."
"Oh!?" she rephes, as she reaches
inside her backpack to find a pencil to
throw at him. The missile comes
closer than she planned to his eye.
"Trying to kill me now are you?
Okay, smart—, you just wait. One of
these days..." he says.
"One of these days what? One of
these days you'll graduate? One of
these days Bowling Green State Uni-

n 111111111. n
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versity is going to be an Ivy League
school? One of these days I'll be old
and gray! One of these days what?,
I'm ured of waiting for 'one of these
days!' I'm going to walk out that door
and I wont bother you again!" she
screams hysterically, picking up her
backpack and charging out of the
door.
Not looking back, she jumps on her
green ten speed bicycle and pedals
eight blocks home. Slamming the
door behind her, she walks into her
apartment and sits down at a table.
Horror and remorse swell inside
her head as she realizes the awful
mistake upon looking into her backpack. Her German book is out there,
and she will now have to face him to
go get it.
This is more often the way that
twentieth century romances run. Heros and heroines are more often left
throwing things at each other, or
invoking the silent treatment, rather
than kissing passionately in gothic
living rooms. Maybe someone should
tell Barbara Cartland that. Then
again, she makes over $72,000 a year.
Rachelle Ashley is editorial editor for
the News.
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Toledo gay rights lobby speaks for gay/lesbian community
Your AIDS article in the July 13,
1963 issue of the BG News I hope was a
joke for your unresponsive readers. I
suggest this because it was far enough
from the truth to be classed as fiction!
First of all the term 'sexual preference' sounds as if gay/lesbian people
sit around on career day making a
conscious choice to be gay or lesbian.
We do not prefer homosexuality over
heterosexuality - we are homosexual.
The term used in our pending civil
rights legislation and generally preferred by the gay/lesbian community
is "sexual orientation."

I'm not sure where you found
"Scott," but I personally have difficulty with anyone willing to speak for
me, but not willing to use their own
name. And obviously, Scott is speaking for himself and NOT the gay/lesbian community.
First of all, there have been a
number of new organizations begun in
the past year that are alternatives to
the bars. These groups were more or
less begun for those people not wishing to go to the bars and be a part of
the one-night-stand group. According
to statistics, 10 percent of any given
population is homosexual. Of the

RE8POND
The BG News

Juliet: Tomorrow. Hey! Who knows with a little work we might be the
start of something big!

*p\

Romeo: Light's better. You look
softer standing in the moonlight! (Oh,
man, have I got the golden tongue
tonight! She better appreciate that.)
Your hair is as fine as spider's silk,
your cheeks are as white as the finest
dust, you seem to glow like the petals
of a dandelion!

Romeo: No, no, wait, you don't understand! I was the guy you talked to at
the party. We danced just before it
ended, don't you remember?

Romeo: You're kidding! That's
great! Listen, about my smell, I'll go
home right now and clean myself up.
Can I see you again?

The BG News Opinion Page is the
campus forum for comments regarding articles in The News or
important issues concerning the
University and its community.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Your address
and phone number must be included for verification.
Letters to the Editor should not

be longer than 200 words and guest
columns should not be longer than
500 words.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous. All submissions are subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
106 University Hall

400,000-plus people in greater Toledo,
there should be approximately 40,000plus gay/lesbian people. There are
only five (5) bars in greater Toledo.
Their capacity limit added together
does not equal 10 percent of Todedo's
gay/lesbian community. They are
rarely filled to capacity, and that
includes adding customers from Ann
Arbor to Bowling Green. Basically,
the gay/lesbian community has the
same percentage of bar people as the
ever popular straight community.

course once and got pregnent. It's not
how many partners; it Is THE partner;
The idea that the general population
in Toledo does not care must have
come from someone out of touch with
reality. The bar patron count has
dropped. My phone, for one, has increased calls concerning AIDS. The
primary groups in Toledo have been
working hard to put an AIDS
Workshop together for the first part of
August. If you would care to attend,
contact me.

As "far as the gay/lesbian community turning from God, Dignity/Toledo will celebrate its sixth
anniversary this fall. Dignity is an
I have beard jokes about BG's Jourorganization for gay/lesbian Catho- nalism department, but thought no
lics, but open to anyone wishing to one could be worse that TU's-now I
worship with them. Every year their believe the jokes.
membership grows. Good Samaritan
Parish of the Metropolitan Community Church (MCC) was begun within
I suggest that in the future when
tlie past year.
attenuating to write anything concerning the gay/lesbian community, try
contacting a spokesperson from the
Another serious misconception is community if you won't hire a gaythe idea that multiple sexualpartners /lesbian student to do the actual writwill result in contracting AIDS. Mul- ing.
tiple sexual partners will increase
chances for pregnancy, herpes, veneHhea Diamond, Northern Ohio
real disease, etc. We all know the
Field Associate tor the Gay
story of a 'friend' who only had interRights National Lobby
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Placement
said. He added the director
should be someone with
competence with companies potentially looking to
hire graduates, as well as
dealing with undergraduate and graduate stu-

cont. from page 1

dents, (acuity and alumni.
"We don't want an internal candidate," Baird said,
adding they want someone
"who's gome to come in
with vigor. Mr. Galloway
is a very nice man but the

last several years he's
been sitting back."
Lehman disagreed with
this evaluation of Galloway's performance, saying the placement service
was rated one of the top
five in the nation by com-

panies that were recruiting
students nationwide. She
said Galloway, who was
unavailable for comment
Monday, was bringing 1,000 employers to the University per year near the
end of his career.

New buildings under construction
by Dinah Denmark
staff reporter

Ground was broken Monday morning for the new
city fire station, to be located at the comer of
Thurstin and Court streets,
across from the Administration Building. '
Fire Chief Howard flutter said construction for
the building will begin in
two weeks, and should be
completed by March 25,
1984.
"The building we have
been using over the past
several years is just not
compatible any longer for
the number of people we
have working here, or the
amount of equipment that
we have to house," he said.
Rutter said the new
building will be centrally
located within the radius of
where most fire and ambulance calls occur. The fire
department compiled a
five-year average of all
calls, and the areas those
calls came from to find the

best location for the new
site.
The city of Bowling
Green has borrowed $3
million from the federal
government to build new
police and fire stations.
The fire station project will
receive $900,000, and the
remaining $1.2 million will
go'into construction of the
police station. The money
will be paid back through
federal revenue funds.
"The bids are all out, the
contracts have been
awarded, and all the paper
work is completed, now
hopefully the project will
move right along and will
be finished by the set completion date, Rutter said.
"I joined the fire department in 1952, and they
were talking about building a new station then," he
said. "So now it is 31 years
later, and we have finally
had a ground-breaking ceremony."
Unlike the fire station,
the police station will not

be moved to a new location. Instead, a new structure, keeping part of the
old, will be built on the
current site, Galen Ash,
Bowling Green police
chief, said. But the building will not be just a renovation.
"Due to the fact that the
building is on a historical
registry, they are going to
maintain the north and
west wall structures. However, everything in the
building will be brand
new," Ash said.
The building, which is
about 100 years old, was
originally a gymnasium. It
will be torn down, but rebuilt to look like the original
construction, due to its historical value.
"This building is so bad
structurally that we had to
do something with it, and
because of its location, we
did not want to abandon
it," Ash said.

The city borrowed the $3
million three weeks ago
and by law must begin
construction within six
months after borrowing
the money. Ash said demolition of the building should
begin before Jan. 1, and
construction should take
about another year to complete. Ash said bids for the
new construction will begin on Sect 15.
The new station will include a pistol range, a
short-term jail that meets
state standards, an exercise area, and a security
area for police vehicles. It
will also have an elevator
system, and will be built to
meet handicapped needs.
While the new police station is under construction,
Kilice headquarters will be
mporarily moved to the
Veterans Building at City
Park. Ash said the arrangement should just
meet the departments requirements.

Hypnosis

cont. from page 1

"The most difficult person
to put under is the person
who is overly controlled,
the "person who won't give
up conscious control, like
the person who never
wants to not be the driver
of a car. They don't want
someone driving their
minds," Luke said.
If the subject does not
want to follow suggestions,
it is difficult for rum to be
hypnotized. People who
cannot be hypnotized lack
trust and are fearful,
according to Luke.
"If you are fearful that
the hypnotist is going to
make you cluck like a
chicken or quack like a
duck then you won't be
very susceptible. But if you
put the trust in order, relax
and focus in, then you can

indeed achieve a hypnotic
state through the different
times you are hypnotized,"
he said.
People experience hypnotic trance states whenever they sit in a daze
while driving on the highway, stare at walls or
watch television.
"Anything where the
person isn't seeing what is
there and the mind is off
somewhere else for a time.
You're on automatic pilot
for all pratical purposes.
In that state, if you put
suggestions along with it,
there is hypnotic suggestion. There are indeedpeo61e, I feel, who can enrich
ieir lives by giving themselves suggestion while in
that state, he said.
Luke is concerned about

Tree city' title has deep roots
Carla L. Steen
copy editor

Bowling Green has
something that every other
city has: trees. Yet, unlike
some other cities, Bowling
Green has taken advantage of its abundance of
trees, and acquired the title, "Tree City, U.S.A."
Bowling Green received
the title in 1980, according
to Daniel Rodesky, direc-

tor of parks and recreation.
In order to qualify for the
title, a city must ''have a
tree commission supported
by the city, appropriate
money, ana plant so many
trees," he said.
Rodesky called the title
an honor and a luxury,
since it shows Bowling
Green has "won respect by
promoting tree growth
within the commu-
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GREENBRIAR,
Inc.
offers
EFFICIENCIES
1 and 2 Bedroom

APARTMENTS
Furnished & Unfurnished

Houses
3 & 4 Bedroom
224 E. Wooster Street
. 352-0717

the lack of licensing agen- harm another by triggercies for anyone practicing ing memories that had
hypnosis in Ohio and been surpressed for years
across the country. The in the subconscious mind,
formal training in hypnosis according to Luke.
In their techniques of
is often inconsistent.
"It would be nice if in the hypnotizing some hypnotnear future to have a ists use medallions or
school where people could other visual aids, to focus
get a fairly standard kind the subject's attention as
of presentation about what the process begins.
"there are Drobablv a
hypnotism is about and
what it is not. Currently hundred different ways .to
the only two professional hypnotize someone,' Law
groups which are licensed said swinging a starare doctors and psycholo- shaped medaJIton. '*TbB
gists. Hypnotists across medallion is.iust for snow,
the United States are put- but that is what some peoting together licensing ple like. Basically yoo
schools so that there is don't need that at all, justa
some sort of consistency to need to close your eyes and
the training that a hypnot- relax. All hypnosis Is
really is self-hypnosis, beist receives," Luke said.
An untrained person at- cause you allow yourself to
tempting hypnosis may be hypnotized."

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
THINK FALL !
Best Place to Live off Campus
*

One and Two Bedroom Furn. and Unfurn.
On Site Management
3 Locations - Palmer, Summit and Napoleon Rd
We Pay Heat, Water, Trash Pickup, and
Cable Vision
Stop Out Today - Office is

nity... as well as beautification. and cutting down
air pollution."
Colleen Smith, a member of the Bowling Green
Tree Commission, said the
title comes from a proKam developed by the Arr Society.
"A tree commission
(was) established in the
city to promote appreciation ana aesthetic beautv
in the community, Smith
said.
The title does not mean
Bowling Green has more
trees than most cities. "It
only means that it (the
city) meets the reouirements for the title, he
said.
To acquire the title of
"Tree City, U.S.A." a city
must meet three requirements established by the
Arbor Society, Smith said.
One requirement is a legally constituted tree
body, which Bowling
Green has had since 1964.
The commission also
must spend a minimum of
a dollar per capita. About
$15,000 is allocated for tree
purchasing, trimming and

maintenance in the city,
Smith said. Land and
building crews, with the
utility department also
help with maintenance,
according to Smith.
The city must also have
an Arbor Day activity,
which Bowling Green has
sponsored for four years.
Smith said the commission receives "a lot of support from the citizens."
OOHowever, the area on
North Main Street between
Court and Oak streets is an
exception, according to
Smith. There, the commission has "replaced trees as
high as nine times" due to
vandals, she said.
The saplings planted
there have been damaged
so much that the commission "is no longer authorizing trees to be planted in
this area." Smith said.
The city has 3,179 trees
in the boulevard area
alone, with an additional
2,483 spaces available due
to new subdivisions not yet
planted, dead trees removed but not yet replaced, and vandalism.

Attention Bowling Green Women

"Rush Is It"
Informational Meeting
for Those Interested in

located at 400 Napoleon Rd.

Hours:
Mon. - Fri.
Saturdays

8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

Hours 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 10-3 Sat.
Evenings By Appointment

Fall Rush

TODAY 7:00

PM

Campus Room, Union
Slide Show • Rush Registration
Open to all Women

B
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SUNDANCE
ILLINOIS-OHIO

Thursday Night—

MARGARITA
NIGHT
Mexican Fiesta
Plate
$3.25
• 2 Tacoa • Enchilada
• 1 Tostado, Bice & Beans

Cheese Nachos for $1.00
With purchase of entree
and coupon
OPEN DAILY
Food until 1:00 am

11:00 a.m. - 2:30 am.
110 North Main

419-352-1092
EXPIRES 8/10/83

———
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Kiger's customers browse among
historical reminders of 'old days
by Marcy Grande
staff reporter

At 106 Main Street, customers browse along
shelves of yellowed notebooks, dusty perfume bottles and faded stationary.
The store smells like a
combination of Ben-Gay
and must in ess.
According to 65-year-old
Mark Kiger. pharmacist
and owner of Kiger's, the
old-time appearance of the
drugstore and variety of
sale items are what keep
attracting customers.
"People come in just to
look around, and sometimes they end up buying
something," Kiger said.
The shelves are stocked
with items that have been
off the market for years, as
well as new merchandise.
The display tables or
'.'scramble tables" as
Kiger refers to them, contain a recent shipment of
Maybelline cosmetics that
are neatly arranged in
bundles of threes and
fours.

Mark Kiger

Summer Special

Good Luck
Freshmen
with Finals

$3.00
Small lOin. Pizza
Any 1 item
with this coupon
FREE DELIVERY

-
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Expires 8/21/83
203 N. Main
I one coupon per pizza i
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PERMS $20-50.00
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MINI—MALL
BEAUTY SALON
(includes Haircut &
Blowdry or Shampoo

^k

MOCCASINS

41^^^
From°$14.99
$2.00 0ff any pair moccasins

MAIN ST

Mon-Fri

WESTER6LSTO

354-1404

10-8

BOWLING GREEN OH^.
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Sat 10-6

IZME

Haircuts $5.25
190 S. Main. BG
352-7658

with coupon
Colors: lavender, navy,
red, white, tan

Expires 8/17/83
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"See, I don't sell just old
stuff, I sell new things,
too,''Kiger said.
Selling small quantities
of "everything" is Kiger's
secret to staying in business.
"I sell a little of everything, but not much of anything," he said. "And there
are things in here that people can't find any place
else."
That may be true. There
are a few bathing caps, a
stack of slotted coin-collecting books, stuffed animals, hand-blown candy
jars, bicentennial vases,
street signs, a red ana
green oil lamp, and an
assortment of other misfit
products.
"One man's junk is another man's jewel," Kiger
said. "For instance, I had
people come in here who
were in a recent University
Ereduction. They bought a
unch of stuff for props.
"When I started working
here (in 1946) there were
some campaign buttons
and ribbons left over from
the Civil War. I figured
some day they would be
valuable, so I made up my
mind that nothing would be
thrown out," he said.
To this day, Kiger has
kept his promise. He has
kept everything that has
not been sold since taking
over the family business 37
years ago.
Another business philosophy of Kiger's is that he
refuses to remodel the
store.
"If I would remodel, this
store wouldn't stand out
like it does. Other stores
remodel, but this is not just

PLEASANT
DREAMS.

^

ONLY 2 LEFT FOR FALL
YOU'RE IN GOOD HANDS NOW...WITH

Different And Delicious
Try Dexter's Newest Sub:
THE

cannabis indicas. It's an
active ingredient in marijuana. They don't use this#
any more in medication,'
except to treat glaucoma, I
think."
"But when we used to
sell canary food, this same
chemical was in it. and
when people used to buy
the food, they said it would
make their canaries
singgggg so sweetly. Well,
when they would empty out.
the bird cages behind the
garage, guess what used to
grow? There must be an
awful lot of marijuana
spread around the Black
Swamp," Kiger said.
Kiger's no longer sells
canary food, or manufactures its own aspirin, for
that matter. However, it
does sell a collection of
products that seem to be
relics from the early days
of Kiger's drugstore, as
well as current market
products. Therefore, it
maintains a steady flow of
business, contrary to what
many customers may
think.
"Oh, we've felt our share
of the crunch from the recession, but so did all the
other uptown businesses,
but weTl survive. We're
far from going out of business," Kiger said.
Robberies and hold-ups
have also occurred at Kiger's.
"We've had three or four
robberies and a couple of
hold-ups, but that's been
over the past 15 to 20
years," he said.
"During one hold-up
over 10 years ago, they tied
me up with my own adhesive tape. They were pointing the gun at me."
But Kiger's remains intact.
"This drugstore has seen
five generations and has
been through a couple recessions, a depression and
a five wars," Kiger said.

another drugstore," Kiger
said.
Considering the fact that
the store has been open
since before the Civil War,
and it has been in Kiger's
family for 52 years, his
statement is all the more
believable.
In addition, Kiger maintains that much of his "old
but still, good" merchandise is inexpensive. And
that is supposedly another
reason why customers
come back.
"I have customers who
come from 25 miles away.
Some buy products they
can't find in other places.
A few buy a whole schlew
of things so they can turn
around and sell them at a
flea market. You can go to
any flea market in the
country and find something you can buy in here
for half the price, he said.
The main reason Kiger
believes his business survives Is because it is almost like a general store,
and it is unique to the area.
He said most other stores
are specialty shops that
cater to a certain clientele.
"For example," he said,
"Penney's carries mostly
women's apparel and Macy's does the same thing,
basically. At one time,
those stores used to carry a
much greater variety of
merchandise. But now, the
trend in business is to
carry large volumes of
specialty items."
In addition to the oldfashioned business operation of Kiger's, the
drugstore has a long history behind it.
"Years ago, we didn't
just sell medication, but it
was also made here,"
Kiger said. He pointed to
the label of an old medicine
bottle to indicate the ingredients medication was
made with back then.
Kiger said, "This here is
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CAMPUS MANOR (at the campus)
We Have 2 Bdrm. Apts.-9 &12 Month Leases
Will Place Students to Fill 2,3, & 4 Man Apts.
Phone 352-9302 and 352-7365 Evenings jf

513-376-9293
513-372-6116

Skydiving
} Did youever want
to JUMP out of
an airplane?
If the answer to that question is YES-

GREENE COUNTY SPORT
PARACHUTE CENTER
Jump at your own risk

AIMTALIAN SUB
Includes Hard Salami, Capacolla Ham, Provolone
Cheese, Lettuce, Tomatoes, Onions, Hot Peppers
And Italian Sauce
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Wholesaler Also Buying Books
Not Used Fall Semester
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Summer Hours: Monday-Thursday, 7:30 - 5:00
Friday 7:30- 11:30
V"'

20%-50% OFF
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•PERMS
• HAIRCUTS
• PEDICURES
• MANICURES
• MAKEUP
DEMONSTRATIONS -Photo by Wo/iton

STOCK UP NOW FOR FALL
one week only
Pla-nty
of
Forking.

Hair, Skin, tnd \ail Dvnignvrs

NICOLE PFEFFER

Bras, Panties, Girdles, Slips, Gowns, Robes

Remember: We Bake Our Buns Fresh Daily!

Thursday & Friday,
August 4 & 5

a

LINGERIE

2 subs minimum delivery AND 25* charge

AT
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

\Me trivuntpe.mvni

ENTIRE STOCK

352-4497
$2.95
352-9814
Delivery Starts Daily At 4:PM

% BUY BACK $

Fair Week Special

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

20 /09fZ .7 When You Make Your
appointment with Nicole and bring this ad

M.W.Th.F.S. 10:00-5:00
Tuesday 'til 9:00

Look (or
Slg.ni.

111 (B) S. MAIN PH. 352-4101. 352-4143

MAIN ST
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NOW LEASING FOR FAL

Preferred Properties Co.
835 High St. - Rental Office
Phone 352-9378
Located at New Cherrywood Health Spa

c

}
("Music for Moderns")
Tonight

i—r

HEAR YOUR FAVORITE
* New Wave * Ska * Punk
* Rockabilly
* Reggae
"Phil" on the Turntables
Corner of
Wooster & Main

352-3703

Apartment Complexes 9:00 - 4:30 Monday - Friday
Haven House - $535/mo
Piedmont - 8th & High St. • $375/mo.
Birchwood Place - 650 Sixth St. - $400/mo.
Small Bldgs. - ManvHIe between 6th & 7th St. - $350/mo.
HOUSES
Features:
2 bedroom ■ carpeted S furnished i
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only Sghts
Lots of closet space
1 •/, baths
1 Bedroom - carpeted and furnished
Cablevtsion available
Gas Hot Water - Landlord Pays
Trash Removal - Landlord Pays
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Wood County Fair-goers ride the Scat, a highspeed amusement park ride.

Photos/by Tim Appel

Celebration provides

FAin IMPRESSIONS
«••»•••• * *»r»

by June Remley

editor

A blend of past and present permeates the atmosphere at the Wood
County fair. Rides such as the Scat
are examples of modern thrill-seeking, while fair-goers with a quieter
frame of mind seek art exhibits or
flower shows.
Monday through Friday, the fair
will cater to many different interests
for the $3 gate fee.
Old fashioned contests in baking
and canning and a "make it with
lard" mini-course appeal to cooks,
according to Pat Frost, secretary/manager of the Wood County Agricultural Society.
More competitive individuals may
enter animals from cattle and swine
to pigeons in contests. Animals are
also sold during the fair.
About 20 children, aged 6-14, will
learn about livestock as they compete
in the "catch a pig" contest, Frost
said.
The children are divided by age,
and let loose on a wet track with one of
the 10 pigs. The child who catches a
pig becomes the animal's temporary
owner.
"Their responsibility is to raise that
pig until December," Frost said, adding that the child must frequently

.

inform the sponsor, who supplied the
pig, about the animal's health. After
December, the pigs are sold and the
children receive the profits.
The fair will also feature skydiving
feats when "Superchicken" plummets from a plane Friday.
To commemorate Bowling Green's
Susquicentennial, Saturday has been
named Susquicentennial Day, with an
antique show, barbershop choruses
and Billy Walker of the Grand Ole
Opry.
Six area high school bands will play
for spectators, while more active individuals may participate in jazzercise.
Visitors will also be able to vote on
such subjects as a hat to farm foreclosures and what baseball teams they
think should be in the World Series.
The questions is part of an informal
survey sponsored by Ohio Secretary
of State sherrod Brown and the Wood
County Board of elections. The booths
"allow people to try out voting equipment in a fun sort of way, which
makes the voter more confident on his
or her first trip to the polls on election
day," Brown said.
"We have been really pleased,"
Frost said. "Attendance was up for
the very first day of the fair."

Twenty-month old Hope Donald came from
Grand Rapids to enjoy herself at the fair.

About $400,000 goes through the fair,
from gate fees, rental of exhibition
spaces and entry fees for animals.
"Even that doesn't cover the cost of
our premiums paid out," Frost said.
Any profits go back into improvements of fair grounds.

Rex Nard was a taster in the wine-judging competition Monday. Some wines entered
came from as far away as Houston. Tex.

Two fair-goers take time out to relax.
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Former falcon begins full-time coaching career
by Michelle Maulorlco

Panthers, part of the newly formed
United States Football League.
Now with the coaching job, Miller
A former Falcon has- joined the may not return to the uniform.
football coaching staff full-time after
"If things work out, it is very possicoaching part-time last year. Mark ble I will not go back to playing - I'll
Miller, 26, returned in July to his alma stay on as a coach. It's hard to predict
mater as a receiver's coach.
the future, so we're keeping ail doors
Miller, a 1978 graduate, was quar- open at this point," Miller said.
terback for the Falcons from 1974-77.
Miller has been married five years
He was captain his senior year, re- to former BGSU cheerleader Barb
ceived the most valuable player Reardon. Their son, Zachary, will be
award in 1976 and 1977 and was chosen two in September. His family may
for the All-American team in 1977.
influence Miller's decision of whether
With a college career total of 285 to return as a player.
completions in 455 attempts for 5,919
"I really don't want to go to another
yards and 33 touchdowns, all of which training camp and be away from the
are University records, Miller be- family for six straight weeks, so right
lieves records are relative.
now I m ready to coach," Miller said.
After being released from the Raid"Records are there to be broken ers and before joining the USFL,
simply because there will be someone Miller spent a month playing Cadown the line that will do it more often nadian football for the Calgary Stamthan you will," Miller said.
peders. Dissatisified, he returned to
After graduation, Miller was the United States.
"Canadian football is more like
drafted by the Cleveland Browns and
played there for two years. Then he college, except it's professional. It's
supposed
to be larger in scope and
was traded to the Green Bay Packers,
played there for one year, and the more important, but it's not," he said.
next year tried out for the Oakland "Football is something before hockey
Raiders (now Los Angeles Raiders). season for them."
At that point, Miller decided to go
This past season, after being released, he played for the Michigan from the National Football League to
reporter

Mark Miller

the USFL and play for the Panthers.
"As it worked out, we won the
championship and it was a ball - we
had a great time," Miller said. "You
know for a six-month job, they pay
i'ou very well to play professional
ootball,'' he added.
The USFL is a controversial subject
»o many people.
"The USFL and the NFL hate each
other," according to Miller. "More so
coming from the NFL, because they
don't want the USFL to come in and
step in on what they already have. But
the USFL has done very well, and I
think has surprised a lot of people in
its first year.
Miller said going from college to
professional football is not only a
change in talent levels, but a change
in lifestyle.
"In high school and college you still
have to so to class. In professional
football, football is your class."
Meeting all day as a team, practicing, meeting again and then watching
films at home comprise a typical day
in professional football, Miller said.
Although college players may think
about the game more than a few hours
a day, Miller said he believes college
football takes a few hours in the

afternoon. While in the pro game, it
takes eight to 10 hours a day, and the
media coverage and publicity make
professional football seem more important, he said.
"It's now your life, it's your job,"
Miller said. "If you don't do well at it,
you don't just get demoted to second
team and get embarrassed in class on
Monday. You don't eat because your
paycheck is stopped."
Miller said players who have left
the University ask him how to prepare for the pros. He replies, "You
don't. You just go and you adjust. And
hopefully you can adjust quickly
enough that you don't hinder your
playing ability."
For the Falcons this fall, Miller said
the outlook is difficult to predict because there are key players with
injuries and others attending summer
school, trying to achieve academic
eligibility.
"If we get lucky and all those are
able to play, injuries and academic
problems, then I think we will be
pretty good," Miller said. "We'll be
great on defense, but offensively
we're going to have to come a long
way. We lost so many people last year
from the championship team."

New Costello flawed, while Jobson, Juluka sparkle
by fat* Miller

between popularity and artistic merit
need not apply in his case.

enlertainmenl editor

This artist has staked much of his
(critically lauded) reputation on his lyrical aptitude, and that penchant for the
insightful and the provocative is still
evident here. Unlike 90 percent of
today's recording artists, Elvis does
have important things to say. Topics this
time around include matrimonial illusion (The Greatest Thing"), impending
war ("Shipbuilding"), cinema dreams
("The Invisible Man"), and offbeat
romance ("Love Went Mad," "Mouth
Almighty").

ELVI8 COSTELLO - Punch The
Clock (Columbia)
Elvis (as his fans affectionately
refer to him) has come a long way
from the bespectacled, goofylooking, angry young man persona
which served as new wave's most articulate spokesman back in the '70s. Yet it
is a shame that after his near brilliant
first three LPs (My Aim Is True (77).
This Year's Model (78), Armed
Forces (78)). his subsequent work has
promised more than it has actually
delivered.

It is his inability, though, to translate
compelling prOse into engaging songs
which proves once again to be Elvis'
downfall. Punch The Clock reminds
us that he is a thinking person's songwriter whose musical treatments are
never quite immediate or stirring
enough to make the listener care. Rich
instrumentation, including a beefy
horn section and Steve Nieve's distin-

Then again, it is hard to believe
Punch The Clock is already Costello's
ninth LP, though its flaws are entirely
indicative of why he has failed to
generate more than a cult following in
this country — even if the correlation

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

Garage space S too* lo. rent
U-OO-IT QAflAOE
3541884
Improve rtwoiory wttti hypnosis
3S2-H777
rtseTurrni proloooloral> written and
b/p-J 352-6787

As with last year's Imperial Bedroom, Punch The Clock offers only
a partially satisfying challenge to the
argument that Elvis' artistic maturity Is
a poor substitute for the impassioned
snarl of older classics such as "Red
Shoes," "Pump It tip," "Radio Radio"
and even the heartfelt sentimentality
of "Alison." It is that intangible magic
spark that seems to be missing.

F rmte needed $12o7mo
amaS utj. too. Own bextroorn.
382-7470

THE SO NEWS IS HMtMO FALL
■am naat crcussOon people tor early
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Unrvortrrry Haft.
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Need map) ft female students lo fa"
houBBB ft apartmonts-AI near cempua 352 7385
FREE CAMPUS FILM TONIGHT
■MARATHON MAN
OJSH FLM THEATER
HANNAHAU.

FOR RENT
Acroaa from Campus- 2 bdrm upper
duplex FREE HEAT. WATER AND
SEWER Cat NOMtovo Managomont
362-6820.
Apartmanta lor 3 or 4 students
near campus
362-7386.

HELP WANTED

352 3551

a man a wife wish to adopt
infant fjrlel metcast paid Contact
Howard V MaVaor. Attorney (218)
251-8020 Ctovo OH

1 M rmte needed lo share a 1 Ddrm
apt. for It* 83-84 academe year
Ooee to campus ft SlOO'mo rant.
372-3384.

7 PM

proa

Mate rniu. nnSid tar 1MS-S4. ftth
SL Lu.ury apt a. Cos Jarlale In Cleeeloarj (US) MS-TW.

2lor1 PIZZA
Evany Sunday 1 Monday
4 30-8 30
MARK'S PIZZA

EARIV BsRO DINNERS
4-7pm 14 »6-MEXICAN FIESTA
Every Monde, « ALL mo cracker you
Gen eat Deajxo prime It) t seotood
buffet ovary Frt 1 Sat night
KAUFMAN'S
183 S. Main.

Remember progressive rock? As a cofounder (with Asia's John Wetton) of
the ill-fated outfit U.K. (which later
included Missing Persons' Terry Bozlo),
in addition to stints with Roxy Music,
Curved Air and Jethro Tull, Eddie Jobson has a vested interest in the nostalgic
tone of the question.
On first listen, The Creen Album
appears to be a throwback to the nonformulized. expansive sounds characteristic of prog rock's heydey in the
mid-70s. Under closer scrutiny, though,
the classically trained keyboardist/violinist seems to be making a more direct
statement: that an emphasis on art and
musicality need not be straight-jacketed
by fashion, pretension, video imagery
or "the big dance beat" in order to still
sound unmistakably contemporary.
Where Asia went straight for commercial structures and the big money.
Jobson courts a more ambitious listener. Yet he succeeds in balancing

Wanted Book ahotvoa. worMabio.
'door.. Idtohon tame Cat" 3520235

IN

PERSONALS

EDDIE JOBSON - The Green Album
(Capitol)

2 F RMTES TO SHARE APT FOR
83-84 FREE HEAT, WATER. AIR
CONO , CABLE. 354-1830.

r»LANNE0 r-ArV£NTHOOO
Wood County-Armas! •uma-AII
birth control inotfTurJo. Piogruincy
TBBH Capitals* Apple. 3S44S40

ClassrherJ (ales are 40* pel line 11.20 minimum BOLD TYPE 50* aslta per to
App.o.ira.tei, 25 lo 30 spaces per hne
CAMPUSICITV EVENTS tarings (or non—proM puOec serve* eetrvitias vra be inverted
OMCE lo< 'ree ant) at regular rates tntroetter
Oaadt-v.- lot an listings n 2 days before publication at 4 00 p m Friday at 4 00 p m is the
deadens tc the Tuesday edition
'
Claasrried to-ns are Sv44abte at the BO News ottlce. 10* University Hall

SERVICES OFFERED

Too many of the fast-paced romps
lack musical depth, instead utilizing
twisted, dischordant hooks which rely
more on repetition and irritating female backup choruses than true melodic flair. His unconventional, poorly
articulated vocals also sound more convincing on the slower tunes.

TUP TO STATE FAJfl
AUGUST 13
$8.00 FOR TRANSPORTATION AND
TICKET SKIN-UP M UAO OFFICE
NOW

CLASSIFIEDS

Augua'3, 1983

guished piano work, fail to transcend
mostly mediocre compositions and arrangements. Cohesion and refinement
are lacking on all but a few cuts, such
as the mid-tempo charm of "Charm
School" and "Pills And Soap," and the
ballad warnings of "Shipbuilding."

Duple, doemetairs. 1 beam, large
Mng room, dlring room, kitchen,
porches, large yard. Al utJ paid
Hoar UrsV 352-5300.
Efficiency dose to cempue AIL
UTliTES FREE Cat Novrtovo Man
t 352-5820
Need melo ft female students to II
houses ft aparfments-AJ near campus. 362-7388
801 FOOT: 2 bdrm turn w'or condition. Coning Ana newt, .oftpopoioil
FREE HEAT. WATER. SEWER ANO
CABLE TV Washer/dryer in busting
Cel Nowtovo Moragerrronl 352
6620

experimentation with well-written and ■
arranged tunes as well as smooth vocals.
His stellar old school (read: pre-new
wave) synthesizer work mixes well with
acoustic and electric guitars, paced by a
hard charging rhythm section on several
tracks ("Resident," "Greenface," "Who
My Friends"). Elsewhere, pastoral keyboard excursions, including an impressive solo acoustic piano display
("Prelude"), give the LP a balance of
dynamics — of loud and soft textures — that has been so long out of
vogue.
JULUKA Bros.)

...ua. on*
... ls._
■ obi.
with
r»e>m A
this .ueu.
coupon

$5 j

I CLUB H

210

HOLME FOR RENT
2 M. muss needed
AS BotoeaM peed tISOlmo.
U2-TMB. sot: Mrs. Carry

1 bdrm apt -lum or untum. 826
Third St. Qrod students or mature
undargrad Modem 354-3851

2 bdrm to turn apt Sergio level
duplex Quart, does to campus
3528040 otter 5pm.

2 bdrm. apt. Fun. or untum. IVi
bathe Now carpet ft furniture Sorry,
no undorprartaaS students unlaaa
rnantod ot very mature 777MamB».
354-3851
CAMPUS MANOR
has 2 openings tor tat sch yr Alto, a
ooupta opaninga lor 4 -person opts
Ph 352-8302 or 352-7385, eves

1 bdrm large turn. apt.
A oaotili now
352-1733

THURSTON APARTMENTS
EFFICIENCIES. AIR CONO.. CABLE-VISION. LAUNDRY FACIU
TIES NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER
ft FALL 451 THURSTON AVE
CALL 362-6436
1 ft 2 bom. rum. opts, for Fat. Al u«.
lum. except ease /gas hoot Cloto to
campus 352 5239

Firnashed Efficiency
comptess w'cotor TV ft cats*
BUCKEYE BUDGET
MOTOR INN
1 MO East Wooaler SI
Long ft Snort Term Looses
362 7385 or 352-1520

Sergio rooms lor male ft ferrate stu
donta-neat campus 362-7388

VEL-MANOR APARTMENTS
acroaa from Rodgora Lg. 2 bdrm.
opt. lor Fat Wl accomcoste 4 girls
Outer! atmosphere, nicely furnished
352-2868.
2 BDRM , FURN /UNFURN
Wo pay heat ft Car*) TV
PLUS
PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS
We pay ua A phono
Phono 362-4671 or 352-1800

•1

J

Milton's
on main

r
t

"

•DAT-I^T-GMJIT-GRE
PStTJHEGREBWOCAT

j

228 S (Mage: 1 bdrm fum dose
to Campus. WaalYsr/dryor on promae FREE HEAT. WATER, SEWER
You pay ights or*/ Cat Nowtovo
« 352-6620

'■ ^

Advertising Deadline:
Wed., Aug. 24, 4 pm

OltiON oaaenict L'O
IrSJtS f>.»H«v Be~*rvj&,vi. OH

352-7529

Hair, Skin, and Nail Deaignert

.OT-JraWOTITS-ACT
TOEFL-MSKP-NMBI,I,M
ECRKRUrc-RNBOS
0P1VWBIJ-NPW

ANNETTE WARNIMONT
Hat rvCasVaa oovancad frolMFMJ

Special Drinks
for Special Ladies

TrsJer tor rant 2 bdrm turn Excel
cood t190/mo Mud water Prefer
BtJdsnta (2161 247-3608 cosset

Don't Miss It!

CENTURY

•RKPARE POM:

LADY'S NIGHT

308 Ugh Street Ctose to csmpus 2
bdrm lum w/alr conttunlng FREE
HEAT, WATER. SEWER AND CABLE
TV. Washer/dryer In building Cat
Nowtovo Monogomont 352 5620

Sunday, August 28

You don't have lo wail days (or
your typesetting. Get next day
service al Century Design
Graphics Lid. Our high speed
computerised typesetting
system features a wide variety
of type styles and point sizes to
hi your protect needs Our
typesetting system "sets" and
"stores" simultaneously to
"play back" later lor revisions
and alterations

M*C*VER

WEDNESDAY

311 1/2 S. Moh: Csoat 2 bdrm rum
apt. Cray 4 yrt. ok). Cat Nowlovo
1352-6620

NEWSLETTERS

Friday - Canadian nite
Saturday • Bar's Choice

EVERY

316 1/2 S Main: CUM private opt 2
bdrm lum. Cat rsvatove Manage
mart 362-5820.

Freshman Edition

BROCHURES. BOOKLETS
POSTERS, RESUMES
SPECIAL PROJECTS

Expiry 8/21/83

352-0573.

Welcome Back/

TYPESETTING

352-3551

Eftc garage apt Single person Very
private $176*10. ft uM . $1 76/dop

1 bdrm untjrn acts OUCT buttons
Carpeted a/at conditioning Cat
Noeaava MoraMorrrent 352-5820

NEXT
DAY

n. main

MARKS PIZZA PUB

104 S. Main

Rooted in the Zulu culture (Africa's
largest tribe), Juluka is more an ensemble of urban folk musicians — who
spent years strolling the streets as minstrels —than the rural bushmen one
often pictures as the African musician. Beginning with its infectious title
track. Scatterllngs is a highly accessible collection of songs whose appeal
stretches well beyond its third world
ethnicity. Tribal chants and African
instruments blend well with sprite harmonies, joyously plucked guitars, electronic keyboards and other westernisms
to create an exciting pan-cultural mix.
Crisp production efforts give the
music a vital, contemporary feel without having to make many compromises.
A surprisingly refreshing treat.

2 bdrm. apt lum or urourn. IK
baeha Now carpal ft furniture. Under
gnjrJuMia only. 733 Mam** 3543961.

FREE DELIVERY

CUP 8. SAVE $$

(Warner

With so many contemporary rock
artists utilizing African influences
lately (Peter Gabriel, Talking Heads.
Adam Ant, Bow Wow Wow), the true
enthusiast might yearn to hear the real
thing. Yet, while the rhythmic contributions from the dark continent have
been well-documented (by rockers as
far back as the late Brian Jones' work

PIZZA SPECIAL

LARGE PIZZA

Scatterllngs

in the mid-'60s) and handily exploited.
South Africa's Juluka exhibit significant melodic dexterity as well. Also
worth noting is that this bi racial sextet
has found success amidst the apartheid confines of their homeland.

In trveoa samkati

{ • PERMS
| • HAIRCUTS
I • MAKUP
DEMONSTRATIONS
• MANICURES, SCULPTURED NAILS.
NAIL TIPS * PEDICURES

Floi-Mo froororw. ft Hours

ViaH Any Cantar And 5a* For YouraaH
Why Wa Maka Tha Dltlaranca
3550 Soxor Rd.
Stilt* Ml
TooaaJoOH.
SM-3701

20 /O P£f, Whom you moktj your
Appt. with Annotto S bring this ad.
Ill (I) $. MdH Ph. 352-4101, 352-4143

I

.-J Its

LAYER CUT

Coupon good
Wed. to Wed.
8/J/83- 8/10/83

eCUT
•"CONDiriONfRS
• BLOW DRY

REG.
$10
Loceiad In Stadium VlawShopplnrj Cantar
' LOIS

fMB

sssr*

TISTMfi
.4TIAMCC «•»

Outside NY. Slilt Only CAll TOU Fill: M»2?] 1711
Contort la Mi|ot US CiUoi.'wsrla tier, aM Toroolo. Caaost

'

SUZIE '

THE HAIR REPAIR

"What* Quality Coma$ First"
Open 10 AM-6 30 PM
PH. 352-25**

"•>«-»

.

